SUMMARY Combining heterogeneous wireless networks that cross licensed and unlicensed spectra is a promising way of supporting the surge in mobile traffic. The unlicensed band is mostly used by wireless LAN (WLAN) nodes which employ carrier sense multiple access/collision avoidance (CSMA/CA). Since the number of WLAN devices and their traffic are increasing, the wireless resource of the unlicensed band is expected be more depleted in 2020s. In such a wireless environment, the throughput could be extremely low and unstable due to the hidden terminal problem and exposed terminal problem despite of the large resources of the allocated frequency band and high peak PHY rate. In this paper, we propose user equipment (UE) centric access in the unlicensed band, with support by licensed band access in the mobile network. The proposed access enables robust downlink transmission from the access point (AP) to the UEs by mitigating the hidden terminal problem. The licensed spectrum access passes information on the user data waiting at the AP to the UEs and triggers UE reception opportunity (RXOP) acquisition. Furthermore, the adaptive use of UE centric downlink access is presented by using the channel utilization measured at the AP. Computer simulations confirm that licensed access assistance enhances the robustness of the unlicensed band access against the hidden terminal problem. key words: heterogeneous network, CSMA/CA, unlicensed spectrum, wireless LAN, RXOP, hidden terminal problem 
Introduction
Mobile traffic is surging because of the proliferation of smart wireless devices and it is predicted that the traffic demands of the 2020s will be a thousand times greater than that in 2010 [1] . Since raising the frequency bandwidth is the most promising approach for the mobile network, higher frequency bands will be used to support multi-gigabit data transmission [2] , [3] . Another approach is interworking with unlicensed band access such as wireless LAN (WLAN) systems. WLAN interworking was studied for licensed and unlicensed convergence in [4] , [5] . 3GPP provides two avenues for WLAN/3GPP radio interworking; RAN provides assistance information such as offloading threshold to the user equipment (UE), and traffic steering for UEs is controlled by the network using dedicated traffic steering commands [4] . A discussion on licensed-assisted access (LAA) via unlicensed spectrum [5] might accelerate the convergence between licensed and unlicensed band access by effective switching and aggregation. More aggressive convergence is expected to improve the performance of unlicensed band access in the future wireless environment while ensuring coexistence with conventional WLAN devices [6] . When many wireless nodes communicate in the unlicensed band, the hidden terminal problem directly degrades throughput. Solutions to the hidden terminal problem have been proposed in conventional works [7] - [11] . Reference [7] proposed that the receiver continue to transmit clear-tosend (CTS) frames which increases the transmission acquisition rate at the receiver while reference [8] sets a larger carrier sense region than transmission region. However, these schemes consume the wireless resource and enhance the exposed terminal problem. The proposal in [9] controls the transmission power and transmission rate of all nodes depending on the radio environment. It requires that the radio environment is dynamically monitored and that the transmissions of all nodes are controlled by the network. Hidden terminal solutions that use multiple radio channels are overviewed in [10] . They categorize the control channel use into those for request-to-send (RTS)/CTS exchange and those for busy tone multiple access (BTMA). Reference [11] proposed a control channel based MAC protocol (C2M) that uses a low frequency, low-data rate, and long-range control channel. RTS/CTS exchange in a control channel is used to schedule data transmission on data channels. Both control channel and busy tone channel are used in [12] and [13] to mitigate the hidden terminal problem. These techniques use multiple radio channels and demand that all existing nodes support both control and data channels. Thus, these MAC protocols do not offer coexistence with conventional WLAN devices, which offer only unlicensed band communication. As a new approach, a receiver-centric access protocol was proposed in [14] ; its simple relay node model assumes that the users know the buffer condition of the AP perfectly. It is expected that receiver centric access can improve the throughput when there are communicating wireless nodes hidden from the transmitter around the receiver. Reference [15] evaluated the transmission performance for the case where both transmitter and receiver acquire access opportunity.
This paper proposes UE centric downlink access (UE-CA) that combines multi-channel access and receiver centric access for downlink transmission in the unlicensed band. In our UE-CA proposal, the mobile network uses licensed band access to pass information about user data waiting at the AP for downlink access in the unlicensed band. The UEs then acquire reception opportunity (RXOP), which is a duration triggered by the receivers (i.e., UEs) to make the AP transmit a user data frame, instead of acquiring transmission opportunity (TXOP), which is that initiated by the transmitter (an AP) to transmit a user data frame. The transmission performance of UE-CA is evaluated by computer simulations that consider the hidden terminal problem. Furthermore, the adaptive use of UE-CA is introduced by using channel utilization rates measured at the AP. This paper has three main contributions; i) proposing UE-CA which is the concept of combining licensed and unlicensed band access to realize receiver centric access, ii) showing that UE-CA is effective for unlicensed band access in which the AP selects the best channel from among the multiple channel candidates, and iii) showing that wireless environment monitoring by the APs improves UE-CA performance.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the system model of unlicensed and licensed band access and the inherent hidden terminal problem in unlicensed band access. Section 3 details UE-CA and its adaptive use. Section 4 shows saturation throughput performance of the proposal. Section 5 concludes this paper. Figure 1 shows the heterogeneous network model in which unlicensed band small cells overlay larger licensed band cells. This architecture is based on the phantom cell concept [16] and focuses on downlink transmission, AP to UEs, in the unlicensed band cells under 6 GHz used by wireless LAN systems as the user data plane (U-plane). The UEs communicate with the base transceiver station (BTS) in the licensed band and the AP in the unlicensed band. There are wireless nodes (WNs) which communicate in the unlicensed band and are not controlled by the mobile network.
System Model
The interference from these WNs degrades the transmission performance of the downlink transmission. When APs are used as the phantom cell for U-plane, the network structure will impose delay between the unlicensed and licensed bands. To focus on MAC sublayer performance it is assumed that the downlink user data in the unlicensed band has no strict latency requirement. This means that the heterogeneous network considered knows the delays of the different networks and uses the unlicensed band access to satisfy the latency requirement of the user data.
The downlink throughput, S , in the unlicensed band is defined, based on [17] , as
where, T is the slot time duration, n F is the number of data frames successfully received, T D is the time duration of data symbols of each frame, R PHY is the PHY data rate of data symbols, and η MAC is the MAC efficiency (the time occupation ratio of all data symbols to the total time duration defined as n F T D /T ). It is assumed that the payload information of each data frame, B F , and PHY data rate, R PHY , remain fixed over the time duration. The hidden terminal problem degrades η MAC by packet collision or virtual carrier sense of the nodes hidden from the transmitter. Figure 2 shows a simple model of the hidden terminal problem. There are four nodes, Node A, Node B, Node C, and Node D, communicating in the same channel. The four circles denote the signal detection limit of each node. Consider the case where Node B is transmitting signals to Node C (Link B-C). When Node A communicates with another node and uses the shared channel, the signals from Node A affect the performance of Link B-C. In this case, the throughput of Link B-C is predictable since Node A and Node B can fairly share the channel based on CSMA/CA. However, Link B-C's throughput can be significantly degraded if Node D starts transmitting, the hidden terminal problem. If Node D always tries to transmit signals (full buffer condition), the throughput could be zero. If Node D is occupying the channel and the transmission signals from Node A are not significant, Node C should initiate transmission from Node B, which is RXOP acquisition, to solve the hidden terminal problem. Since Node C and Node D can detect signals from each other, Node C can transmit signals based on CSMA/CA and set the network allocation vector (NAV) to Node D. The NAV provides virtual carrier sensing and indicates the duration for which the medium will be reserved [18] . Node B can successfully transmit signals to Node C because Node D refrains from transmitting signals during the NAV period. On the other hand, the transmissions of Node A can degrade the transmission performance of Link B-C with receiver centric access since the transmissions of Node A are hidden from Node C. Thus, receiver centric access should be used if receiver performance is more seriously impacted by interference hidden from the transmitter than that hidden from the receiver.
UE Centric Downlink Access (UE-CA)
For unlicensed band downlink access in heterogeneous networks, the AP selects the channel that is least affected by the interference of the other nodes based on the measured wireless environment information. In Japanese WLAN systems, 23 20-MHz channels are available in 2 GHz and 5 GHz regions. Even if the AP selects a channel in which the interference from the other nodes is not detected, its destination UEs can be affected by the transmissions not detected at the AP. Thus, the channel utilization of terminals hidden from the AP is expected to be greater than that of terminals hidden from the UEs because of the AP's channel selection function. Thus, receiver centric access is expected to improve the downlink transmission performance in the unlicensed band. The UE-CA proposal uses licensed band access to realize receiver centric access at the UEs. To implement UE-CA, the UEs communicate with the AP via the unlicensed band and the BTS via the licensed band. The mobile network selects which UEs will use UE-CA in the unlicensed band and notifies the UEs of the information about the user data waiting at the AP and the period for NAV. In conventional WLAN interworking [4] , this approach is categorized as network controlled offloading.
Transmission Sequence
The mobile network sets downlink transmission from the AP, and the BTS transmits user data report (UDR) frame to the UE. The UDR is attached to the control frame in C-plane and contains information about the user data waiting at the AP, such as user data generation rate or the user data amount remaining at the AP. Until commencing RXOP acquisitions by UDR, the AP can transmit user data using the conventional TXOP access. Figure 3 shows the transmission sequence after receiving the UDR. The mobile network selects the UE that has large amounts of user data pending and thus transmission from the AP to the UE will be continuous. The UDRs are passed to the selected UE at a frequency of several seconds in the licensed band channel (LC) so as not to overload the cellular network. Since UDR notification is not frame-by-frame operation, UE-CA is suitable for downloading a large file or applications that continuously generate a certain amount of user data over long periods with no severe latency requirement. A single UDR should trigger multiple transmission opportunities to minimize the load on LC. Based on UDR, the UE attempts to acquire RXOP by RTS frame transmission in the unlicensed band channel (UC). In Fig. 3 , the UE is receiving the data frame from the WN hidden from the AP in UC when receiving the UDR in LC. The UE transmits the RTS frame based on CSMA/CA in WLAN systems after the reception of the data frame from the WN. UE-CA ensures fair coexistence with existing WLAN nodes as it follows CSMA/CA. When the AP does not reply with CTS, the NAV set at the surrounding nodes is cancelled since they do not detect transmission from the RTS sender [18] . The cancellation of NAV raises the communication efficiency of the surrounding nodes. When the CTS frame is successfully transmitted from the AP, the UE transmits a polling frame to transfer the transmission right to the AP and the AP transmits the data frame to the UE. Figure 4 shows the MAC sequences of the three schemes. T F is the time duration of each data frame, which is between AIFS and ACK, and T D is the time duration of the data symbols. The potential MAC efficiency, η 0 , is defined as
Overhead in Unlicensed Band
The potential MAC efficiency of the conventional TXOP access without RTS/CTS is the best among the three schemes. These efficiencies were calculated using a back-off time of 67.5 μs. Figure 4 shows the potential MAC efficiency of the three schemes. When data symbol time duration is 1500 μs, η 0 is 0.888, 0.844, and 0.824 for the TXOP access without RTS/CTS, with RTS/CTS, and UE-CA, respectively. If the potential MAC efficiency should be greater than 0.8, the required time durations of the data symbols are 758, 1110, and 1286 μs for the three schemes. The overhead of UE-CA decreases as the time duration of the data symbols increases. When the data symbol time is 1.5 ms, the MAC efficiency of UE-CA is 97.6% and 92.8% those of TXOP access with RTS/CTS and without RTS/CTS, respectively. 
Adaptive Use of UE Centric Access
UE-CA can be used adaptively by referencing the channel utilization, which is the percentage of channel busy time defined in IEEE802.11 [18] to indicate the degree of depletion of the wireless resource. The channel utilization rate can be used as a policy metric for WLAN selection in access network discovery and selection function (ANDSF) [19] . The channel utilization rate is given by Hereinafter, the channel utilization rates measured at the AP and UE are defined as ρ AP and ρ UE , respectively. In UE-CA, the channel utilization rates measured at the APs, ρ AP , are stored in the mobile network. Since the APs are expected to be connected to the mobile network with lines, the mobile network can collect the rates without using wireless resources. When ρ AP is less than the pre-defined threshold, the mobile network uses UE-CA for the UEs.
Computer Simulations
The effectiveness of UE-CA was evaluated by an event driven MAC simulator based on IEEE802.11ac [20] . The major simulation parameters are shown in Table 1 . The PHY data rate was set to 130 Mbit/s, which corresponds to the data frame of 2 spatial streams, 64QAM modulation, 5/6 coding rate, and 800 μs guard interval. The time duration of the preamble is calculated by assuming two very high throughput-long training fields (VHT-LTFs) in IEEE802.11ac. The traffic was generated following an independent Poisson processes at each transmitter. It was assumed that packet error was caused by only packet collision and that carrier sensing operation was instantaneous. The downlink saturation throughputs were calculated by the payloads that were successfully received in the period of 100 sec. The configuration for the MAC simulator is shown in Fig. 6 . The AP transmits user data to UE 1 and UE 2 via Link 1 and Link 2, respectively. There are other transmissions from WN a1 to WN a2 (Link A), from WN b1 to WN b2 (Link B), and WN c1 to c2 (Link C) in the channel used by the AP. AP detects transmissions of Link B, Link C, UE 1 and UE 2. UE 1 and UE 2 detect transmissions from AP, Link A and Link B. The nodes for Link A, WN a1 and WN a2 do not detect the transmissions from Link B or Link C. The nodes of Link B and Link C do not detect the WNs corresponding to Link A and Link C, and Link A and Link B, respectively.
Considered Scenarios and Traffic Models
The three scenarios in Fig. 7 were considered based on the simulation model. Scenario 1 has the AP communicate with only UE 1 (no downlink transmission to UE 2). In Scenario 2 and Scenario 3, the AP communicates with both UE 1 and UE 2. UE 1 and UE 2 detect signals from each other in Scenario 2, while UE 1 and UE 2 are hidden from each other in Scenario 3. In Scenario 3, the transmission performance of UE-CA can be degraded due to packet collision of the RTS frames from the UEs. The saturation throughputs of Link 1 and Link 2 were evaluated by assuming the link traffic loads. In Link 1 and Link 2, the AP transmit signals to the UEs using conventional TXOP access without RTS/CTS, with RTS/CTS, and UE-CA. Note that WN a1, WN b1, and WN c1 use the TXOP access without RTS/CTS for Link A, Link B, and Link C in all cases.
To evaluate the performance of UE-CA, two traffic models were considered; the traffic loads of Link B and Link C were set to 10 Mb/s in Traffic model 1 and 40 Mb/s in Traffic model 2. Table 2 summarizes the traffic loads for Traffic models 1 and 2. Since the WNs in Link A do not detect transmission from WNs in Link B, the channel utilizations were measured at the AP by ceasing transmission at the AP. The channel utilizations were 14.4% and 54.8% for Traffic models 1 and 2, respectively. About 85% of the wireless resource was available at the AP in Traffic model 1 while more than half of the wireless resource was depleted in Traffic model 2. The traffic of Link A was varied from 0 to 130 Mb/s for both traffic models. Evaluation   Figures 8(a) and (b) show the saturation throughput of Link 1 in Scenario 1. Traffic models 1 and 2 were considered. The saturation throughput of Link 1 decreases as the traffic load of Link A increases. The TXOP access schemes were significantly degraded since Link A is hidden from the AP. When the traffic load of Link A is 120 Mb/s in Traffic model 1 ( Fig. 6(a) ), the throughputs of the TXOP access schemes without and with RTS/CTS were 0.0 and 4.3 Mb/s, respectively, while that of UE-CA was 43.7 Mb/s 10.0 times that of TXOP access with RTS/CTS. The throughputs of Link A were 68.1 Mb/s and 110.7 Mb/s for Link A's traffic load of 120 Mb/s when UE-CA and TXOP access with RTS/CTS were used in Link 1, respectively. Therefore, the saturation throughput does not change when Link A's traffic load exceeded 70 Mb/s and 110 Mb/s for UE-CA and TXOP access with RTS/CTS. These points represent the equilibrium points at which the access conditions of Link 1 and Link A are balanced. The equilibrium point of Link A's traffic increases as the probability of Link 1 access failure increases due to the hidden terminal problem.
Throughput
In Traffic model 2 for Scenario 1 (Fig. 8(b) ), the throughput of Link 1 is less than that in Traffic model 1 due to wireless resource depletion. When Link A's traffic load was 120 Mb/s, UE-CA throughput was 15.7 Mb/s, 6.8 times that of TXOP access with RTS/CTS. It was also found that UE-CA throughput was less than those of the TXOP access schemes when Link A's traffic was less than Link C's traffic. The cross points of the plots, TXOP access with RTS/CTS and UE-CA, of Link A's traffic were approximately 12 Mb/s and 42 Mb/s in Fig. 8(a) and (b) , respectively. The cross points of Link A's traffic correspond to the traffic loads of Link C. Since the potential MAC efficiency of UE-CA is slightly less than that of TXOP access with RTS/CTS, the cross points were slightly greater than those of Link C's traffic. The saturation throughput of Link A was 97.3 Mb/s when UE-CA was used and traffic load of Link A was 120 Mb/s. Figure 9 shows the sum rate of saturation throughputs of Link 1 and Link 2 against Link A's traffic load in Traffic models 1 and 2. Scenario 2 and Scenario 3 were considered; UE 1 and UE 2 detect signal each other's signals in Scenario 2 but were hidden from each other in Scenario 3. Since TXOP access is not affected by the relationship between UE 1 and UE 2, the evaluated throughput results were the same for Scenario 2 and Scenario 3. When Link A's traffic load was 120 Mb/s, the sum rate of the TXOP access schemes without RTS/CTS, with RTS/CTS, the proposed accesses in Scenario 2 and Scenario 3 were 0.0, 4.3, 58.6, and 41.5 Mb/s in Traffic model 1, and 0.0, 2.3, 23.9, and 17.3 Mb/s in Traffic model 2. Although the mutuallyhidden condition of the UEs degraded the transmission performance, the sum rates of the proposed access were 9.6 and 7.4 times those of TXOP access with RTS/CTS in Traffic models 1 and 2, respectively. It is expected that the mobile network will determine which UEs should use unlicensed band access to avoid the mutually hidden condition and thus increase the sum rate.
The throughputs of Link A for Traffic models 1 and 2 were 52.2 Mb/s and 88.5 Mb/s, respectively, when Link A's traffic load was 120 Mb/s in Scenario 2. These throughputs were greater than each throughput of Link 1 and Link 2. The results in Figs. 8 and 9 show that UE-CA enabled the UEs to share the wireless resource with Link A without unfairly damaging Link A's throughput. Note that the throughputs of Link B and Link C were 10 Mb/s and 40 Mb/s for Traffic models 1 and 2, respectively, and they were not affected by the UE-CA proposal.
The cross points of Link A's traffic load plots of TXOP access and UE-CA were 6.6 Mb/Ws (14.1 Mb/s) and 27.3 Mb/s (34.3 Mb/s) for Scenario 2 (Scenario 3) in Fig. 9(a) and (b) , respectively. The applicable region of UE-CA is greater than that in Scenario 1. UE-CA enables more nodes to try to acquire RXOP while conventional access allows only the AP to acquire TXOP for downlink transmission. UE-CA takes advantage of the number of multiple UEs belonging to the AP.
Adaptive Use Based on Channel Utilization
We present here the adaptive use of UE-CA based on the channel utilization as measured at the AP. Here, the traffic loads of Link A and Link C were randomly ranged from 0 Mb/s to 120 Mb/s; only downlink transmission to UE 1 was considered. The traffic load of Link B was set to 0 Mb/s. The saturation throughputs of UE-CA and the TXOP access with RTS/CTS were evaluated by 10000 simulations. Figure 10 shows the contour maps of the saturation throughput versus the measured channel utilizations at the AP and UE for UE-CA and TXOP access with RTS/CTS. The saturation throughput of UE-CA is greater than 40 Mb/s regardless of ρ UE when ρ AP is less than 0.1 while the saturation throughput of the TXOP access goes to 5.1 Mb/s in the same condition where ρ AP is less than 0.1. Figure 11 shows the CDFs for the saturation throughputs of UE-CA and TXOP access with RTS/CTS for three cases; Case 1 covers all simulations, Case 2 covers only those simulations (41.2%) wherein ρ AP is less than 0.4, and Case 3 covers only those (20.6%) wherein ρ AP is less than 0.2. In Case 1, the median values of TXOP access and UE-CA were 24.2 and 23.8 Mb/s, respectively and the 1% outage values of TXOP access and UE-CA were 0.72 and 0.69 Mb/s, respectively; TXOP access slightly outperformed UE-CA because of the higher potential MAC efficiency. Since the 1% outage values is significantly low compared with the PHY data rate of 130 Mb/s, the quality of experience (QoE) could be degraded by the unexpectedly low throughput.
If TXOP access and UE-CA were selected for the case of ρ AP less than 0.4 (Case 2), the saturation throughputs at 1% outage were 18.1 Mb/s with UE-CA and 3.4 Mb/s with TXOP. In Case 3, the 1% outage values of UE-CA and TXOP were 35.1 Mb/s and 4.2 Mb/s, respectively. It was found that the outage throughput of UE-CA is significantly improved by selecting the links based on the channel utilization measured at the AP. Thus, it is expected that the mobile network provides a robust communication link in the unlicensed band by using ρ AP to estimate the outage throughput. Note that the channel utilization measured at the UEs, ρ UE , can be used to provide a robust communication link for TXOP access. To use ρ UE in the mobile network, efficient schemes to handle UE feedback are essential to minimize the load in the licensed or unlicensed bands.
When there are more wireless nodes, their carrier sensing relationships will be more complex. If the neighboring wireless nodes of a certain AP detect transmissions from the wireless nodes hidden from the AP, the channel utilization measured at the AP can be reduced even in the condition that all wireless nodes have saturated mobile traffic. Thus, it is expected that the mobile network can find the APs so that the channel utilization measured at the AP is less than that at the UEs even in environments characterized by massive numbers of wireless nodes.
Conclusion
For heterogeneous mobile networks, this paper proposed a user equipment (UE) centric downlink access (UE-CA) for downlink transmission in the unlicensed band. The proposal is based on aggressive cooperation between the unlicensed and licensed band systems. In UE-CA, the base transceiver station (BTS) selects which UE should use unlicensed band transmission to communicate with the access point (AP) and transmits a user data report that includes information on the user data waiting at the AP via a licensed band channel. The UEs acquire the reception opportunity (RXOP) by transmitting a request-to-send (RTS) frame and transferring its transmission right to the AP by sending a polling frame. UE-CA provides effective resolution of the hidden terminal problem at the AP. The adaptive use of UE-CA was also proposed; it uses the channel utilization measured at the AP.
Computer simulations showed that the saturation throughput of UE-CA was more than six times larger than those of the conventional transmission opportunity (TXOP) access with RTS/CTS in three scenarios when the wireless resource at the UEs was depleted. The cumulative distribution functions of the saturation throughputs for the UEs showed that the channel utilization measured at the AP avoids extremely low throughputs and provides a robust communication link in the unlicensed band.
